
  
 

  Creative Arts Personal Sessions Overview 

 

The emphasis is on practical hands-on learning, designed to give a better understanding of 

how a camera works and to demonstrate how pupils can easily improve their images by 

following some basic principles. The approach will be informal and fun.  

 

Breakdown of Lessons for the 6 week workshops: 

 
 

 

Week 1: Fine Art Photography 

 
Learning opportunities for pupils include: 

 

 Learning how to develop observational skills and visual literacy 

 Developing the technical skills of doing fun fine art photography 

 Creating a range of digital and fun fine art photographs – both as individuals and in 

groups 

 
 

Week 2: Stop-motion Animation 

 
Learning opportunities for pupils include: 

 

 Learning the main principles of stop motion 

 Learning and discussing what is effective by watching some video examples 

 Participating in small groups to create their own stop-motion of inanimate objects 

and each other. 

 
 

Week 3: Introduction to Documentary    (Photojournalism) 

 
Introduction into: 

 Exploring what a photographer ‘sees’? 

 Lighting and how we can use it to our advantage 

 Using your imagination and developing your own style as a photographer  

 Exploring storyboarding and producing a photography poster. 

 

Week 4: Exploring Movement and Expression 

 

Working in groups and individually, students use cameras to practise a range of shot lists as 

detailed below. This will widen their ‘visual vocabulary’ and focus their attention on the 

range of ways to create a mood or set the direction for a video sequence. 

 Extreme close-up: Focuses on a single facial feature, such as lips and eyes.  

 Close-up: May be used to show tension.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-up


 Medium shot: Often used, but considered bad practice by many directors, as it often 

denies setting establishment and is generally less effective than the Close-up.  

 Long shot  

 Deep focus: A technique in which objects very near the camera as well as those far 

away are in focus at the same time. 

 American shot  

 Angle of view  

 Bird's eye shot  

 Bird's-eye view  

 Camera coverage  

 Close-up  

 Dutch angle  

 Film frame  

 Follow shot  

 Forced perspective  

 Freeze-frame shot  

 Full frame  

 Full shot  

 Hanging miniature  

 Head shot  

 High-angle shot  

 Long shot  

 Long take  

 Master shot  

 Medium shot  

 Multiple-camera setup  

 One shot (music video)  

 Over the shoulder shot  

 Point of view shot  

 

 

 Rack focusing  

 Reaction shot  

 Single-camera setup  

 Tilt (camera)  

 Top-down perspective  

 Walk and talk  

 Whip pan  

 Worm's-eye view 

Week 5: Introduction to Photoshop 

 
 What Photoshop is and what it is used for 

 The PSD file type and compressed JPEG 

 How to import and save images in the correct formats. 

 Useful keyboard shortcuts, i.e “CTRL+Z” is ‘step backwards’ 

 

 

Layers 

 
 Understanding what layers are and how they work 

 Locking, moving and changing layer visibility 

 

 

Adjustment tools 

 
Found on the right hand side once an image has been opened. Understanding each tool’s 

use, also how and when to use them. 

 

 Contrast/Brightness  

 Levels  

 Curves 

 Exposure 

 Vibrance 

 Hue/Saturation 

 Colour Balance 
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Free-transform  

 Allows adjustments in size, rotation and direction 

 Quick keyboard shortcut 

 Applying transformation 

Eraser and transparency 

 The eraser tool and magic eraser tools 

 Changing size, tolerance and opacity. 

 Maintaining transparency when saving. 

 Understanding Alpha Channel 

Title Tool  

 How to add text in Photoshop 

 Making adjustments to font, size and alignment 

 Allowing the text to be moved around the image. 

Cloning 

 Selecting chosen area 

 Fill by content aware 

 

Week 6: Introduction to Photography of Movement    (Sports) 

 
Introduction to: 

 

Providing the introduction for creative sports photography and creating engaging 

images that communicate to the general public, in a fun and dynamic way. 

 Introduction to ‘panning’ and ‘zoom burst’s 

 Further techniques within photography composition 

 


